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ABSTRACT: Patriotism is an ingrained love for the country, for its people, and for culture, language, nature, and history; willing to serve, strengthen, develop and defend one's own country. We can also say that patriotism is literally an alliance with other like-minded citizens to create a sense of unity for the homeland or country and a sense of solidarity among people. It is no exaggeration to say that this addition is reflected in the combination of different emotions, culture, spirituality related to their homeland. It includes a set of concepts closely related to nationalism.
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Motherland is a priceless treasure for a person. The existence of the homeland gives a person unparalleled strength and power. This feeling is deeply ingrained in people's hearts. That is why there is a man who loves and respects his Homeland and does not exchange it for any wealth. To know the homeland is to know oneself, to understand how each person is connected to the whole of humanity. The homeland is one, so it is sacred. The only thing is to respect the homeland, the mother, the sky, the sun ... In many ways, we compare the homeland with the mother. Because in this world, we cannot find anyone greater than our respected mother. This is our second home, our place of worship. The word homeland always goes hand in hand with the word mother. It's just quality, not the usual metaphor. The homeland is in harmony with the mother who created such a miracle as human birth. The homeland is a place of miracles in the destiny of a human being like a mother. That is why the two miracles are called side by side. The more a person sacrifices for his mother, the more he cares for her, respects her, loves her, cares for her, protects her from various disasters and enemies. If necessary, he will sacrifice his life for the Motherland. If Munis and the venerable Mother bring a person into this bright world, the Motherland will bring him up in the sphere of life, raise him, show him as a person. Therefore, there is no place for a person greater, more honorable and more valuable than the Motherland. Moreover, the feeling of love for the motherland enters the bloodstream through breast milk. This sacred feeling is brought up by the mother goddess. The feeling of homeland enters everyone's blood with the mother goddess, poems and songs that she heard as a child. When a sense of patriotism is formed from infancy, it lasts forever. Patriotism is the most important component of the moral formation of an individual. That is why when a child's sense of patriotism is formed from infancy, it lasts forever. Therefore, it is advisable to combine the following in each person from an early age.

Loyalty is the devotion and courage that comes from understanding a person's homeland, his duty to those who believe in him and those who love him. There is no one in this world who does not love and dream of his homeland, his homeland. He leaves his homeland. Loyalty and devotion in the human heart come from love for one's homeland. It is not in vain that our people say, "Love of country is faith." Loyalty and love for the homeland also means that a person is a believer. The strength of a person's spiritual world is also reflected in the understanding of his duty to the Motherland. No one can find happiness outside the Homeland. A person who has no reputation in his own country is not valued in another country. Everyone who travels and lives in another country knows the value of everyone's home, home, homeland. The great thinker Alisher Navoi, Babur Mirzo, Furkat and other ancestors lived far from their homeland, longing for the homeland, smelling the soil of the motherland and the fruits grown in it, it is clear to everyone that they have suffered at the hands of the country. Their spiritual experiences are the condition of a true patriot. A true patriot will not leave the Motherland, no matter where he lives, in good times or bad, he will be with him. Loyalty to the Motherland and sincere service to it are truly human qualities. This can be done by brave and selfless people. We can cite the example of our great ancestors as an example. Although our compatriot, great poet and commander Zahiruddin Muhammad Babur was the king of a great country like India, he suffered in the loneliness of his homeland. He missed his homeland. He even asked to bury them in Kabul, saying, "Let me go closer to where the smell of my homeland comes from." Speaking of Zahiriddin Muhammad Babur, his poems are full of the new spirit in our history and poetry - the Motherland and the glory of love for it.
Tole’ yo‘qki joning‘a balolig’ bo‘ldi,
Har ishnikim, ayladim xatolig’ bo‘ldi,
O‘z yerin qo‘yib Hind sori yualandim,
Yorab, netayin, ne yuz qorolig’ bo‘ldi.

In Babur's rubai, we can clearly see that the feeling of homeland, longing for the homeland, and the hope of returning to it are constantly on the rise. It is no exaggeration to say that this is a perfect example of love for the motherland. This verse shows the longing of the perfect soul for the homeland. When a person achieves unity with the Motherland, he will be respected not only by his people, but also by the world. Such a person is understood by the people and recognized by the world. The heart of the homeland is a pure world, and it is the sacred duty of each of us to preserve it.

Universal and spiritual values are also closely linked to patriotism. Values are the best examples of material and spiritual processes that have always been an integral part of the people's way of life, calling people to kindness and mutual understanding. Value is an important factor in determining a nation's past, present and future. We know that every nation has its own set of values, which is the mirror of the nation. On this basis, it is reflected in the way of life, culture and spirituality of the nation, in its consciousness, in its interaction. Values are ingrained in the blood of every nation and are important to humanity, and thus are phenomena of nature and society that serve the interests and goals of nations, peoples and social groups and are therefore valued by them. Our national values are closely linked with universal values. Universal values are deep and comprehensive in scope and content, embodying the aspirations of all nations, peoples and peoples. The more national values are combined with universal values, the more opportunities there are for their development and popularization. The system of universal values is characterized by its connection with the development of human civilization and its universal significance. These are: respect for man and his dignity, peaceful coexistence of all nations and peoples, preservation of material and spiritual wealth, contribution to the development of science, peacekeeping, hatred of genocide, the cessation of weapons of mass destruction, the conservation of nature.

Everyone expresses their love and devotion to their homeland in different ways. Someone is working hard to increase the material and spiritual wealth of the Motherland. Someone else will use their talents and skills for the development of the holy land. Someone else is watching the borders of the Motherland day and night, guarding every inch of it like the apple of an eye. All this is a practical manifestation of a sacred and unique feeling called patriotism. Serving and protecting the homeland is a unique virtue. Serving the homeland is an honor, not an empty phrase and obligation. Men serve in the army and perform their duties to the Motherland. Everyone who loves and values his homeland in difficult times is ready to defend it. Educating the youth in the spirit of patriotism, bringing up a spiritually mature generation should become a sacred duty of each of us today. Man's devotion and devotion to his people are measured by the protection of the Motherland, its development, its strength and power in all respects, and its contribution to the peaceful and prosperous life of its people. It is the sacred duty of every human being to preserve and protect his homeland. As long as there are heroes in the country who love, respect and protect the motherland, this country will always grow and prosper. There is no place for every nation that is more honorable than its homeland. Furthermore, one of the thinkers said: "A patriot is a person who, due to his love for his people, does not spare his life and property for the sake of the perfection of his country, and sacrifices his life for the freedom and prosperity of his people and country." A country with such patriots will always be peaceful, the sky will be clear, the people will be well-fed, and the life will be prosperous. There is no more sacred duty in the world than to protect the motherland. Defending the homeland means protecting one's parents. This is where the patriotic courage of our great ancestors, the brave Spitamen, Jaloliddin Manguberdi and Najmiddin Kubro, comes to the fore. The courage and tenacity of all three of our ancestors is the highest manifestation of true patriotism. Because they did not lie to the enemy. They did not compromise for the sake of their own well-being. So, when it comes to patriotism, concepts such as honor, dignity, and dignity are seen as universal values that encourage courage and perseverance.

Patriotism means that we know our history, we have a deep understanding of its essence. History has placed a great and sacred task on the present generation of the Uzbek people. Patriotism is to treat the people of our Motherland, its traditions, language and culture with love and respect, to contribute to their development and to be their true devotees. To be patriotic is to study the history of this ancient Uzbek land, which has been known as Turkestan Turan since ancient times. The brightest example of patriotism is the protection of cultural, artistic and architectural
monuments of the people of Uzbekistan, as well as an understanding of their history and significance today. And it is a responsibility to the Motherland, and the Motherland serves the interests of the country. Rejuvenation of the country is the creation of national dignity, dedication, honesty and trustworthiness, taking into account the honor and interests of the people and humanity. Self-awareness means knowing one's own land, the past of a nation, a nation, and its culture, customs, and values. Consciousness is a deep understanding of the history of the ancestors and a respect for the spirit of the ancestors. It is obligatory for every nation to know its own history. Because the quest for knowledge of history is inherent in the human mind feature.

Ensuring justice and peace among people is also patriotic and humane. "A patriot is a person who sacrifices his life for the sake of the perfection of his homeland, his love for his people, and sacrifices himself for the freedom and prosperity of the people and the country". M. OXUNDOV. I would like to emphasize that the vital words of the Head of State "Living with people's worries is the highest criterion of humanity" are based on relieving the burden of our people, living with their worries, the future of our heavenly country to the youth. I think the attention given is also confidence in the youth who are our future. So, living with people in mind is also the greatest patriotism. The concept of humanity is also a comprehensive concept. Humanity is kindness, devotion, sincerity to a person. There are many concepts in the concept of humanity. Examples of such concepts are honesty, faith, trust, hospitality, respect, justice, fairness, generosity, patience, understanding of oneself and others, loyalty, diligence, and sincerity. These concepts are important factors in the formation of humanity. A human person embodies the feeling of hometown. You will understand better than anyone that there is no greater blessing than the homeland. The homeland is a kind of enjoyment. That is why a benevolent person puts the interests of the country before his own.

To sum up, the homeland is sacred. There is nothing more precious, dearer, sweeter, greater blessing and wealth than it. Only a person who appreciates and is proud of this wealth will love his family, people, environment, and society. A man's love is twinned with his love for his homeland, and these feelings are mutually reinforcing. Loving one's motherland, cherishing and longing for what is in it is a delicate feeling inherent in human nature. Wherever one goes, one longs for one's homeland. Because, when a person sees the face of the world, he first begins to breathe the air of his homeland learns to take his first steps on the soil of his homeland, to get to know the world begins with understanding this homeland. Protecting the soil from which we took our first steps is also our sacred human duty to the Motherland.
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